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Elastic upside 

mVISE is a leading German provider of software solutions in the areas of 

mobility (apps, IoT, SalesSphere), virtualisation, integration (integration 

platform as a service, iPaaS), security and enterprise data. Acquisition of 

cloud software integration platform, elastic.io, has positioned the group 

strongly in a rapidly consolidating, high-growth segment. The recent 

acquisition of an SHS Viveon consulting team has added new consulting 

verticals, geographies and much-needed capacity. mVISE looks 

attractively valued on FY19e EV/EBITDA discounts of 31% to its consulting 

peers and more than 82% to its software peers. 

elastic.io revenues are starting to soar  

Acquired in 2017, elastic.io is Europe’s first cloud iPaaS provider. In a rapidly 

consolidating market dominated by US offerings, it is the only integration platform 

tailored to European cloud infrastructure and technology. Successful deployment of 

an OEM strategy has led to a number of very high potential partnerships and sales 

starting to ramp up. Deutsche Telekom and Magic Software recently started offering 

elastic.io’s cloud integration platforms to their customers under their own-brands 

and new partner AppDirect will do so shortly. SalesSphere’s prospects have also 

been boosted by Gartner recently listing it as an important digital sales platform. 

Clear strategy and promising earnings outlook 

mVISE has a clear strategy focusing on optimising market penetration of the 

group’s platforms, diversifying its customer base and driving digital transformation. 

It is also moving its key pillars of products and advisory/professional services closer 

to drive revenues and synergies. We expect strong earnings growth through 2019 

from surging sales at elastic.io, synergy benefits from the integration of the new 

consulting team and platform enhancements. After a €4.6m increase in net debt to 

€8.6m in H1 due to the SHS Viveon acquisition, we see good prospects for net debt 

to fall rapidly by YE18 helped by the sale of loss-maker Just Intelligence. 

Valuation: Good prospects for rerating over 18m 

On a 2019e EV/EBITDA multiple of 8.5x, mVISE trades at a 31% discount to its 

consulting-oriented peers and an 82% discount to the lowest-rated software peer. 

Recent high takeover multiples in the integration platform segment (eg Mulesoft on 

22x trailing revenues) also argue for a valuation boost as elastic.io’s earnings grow. 

Potential share catalysts include surging revenues from elastic.io revenues in H218 

and 2019, synergy benefits from the SHS Viveon acquisition and falling net debt. 
 

mVISE Software and comp services 

Price €4.18 

Market cap €35m 
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Share details 

Code C1VX 

Shares in issue 8.4m 

Net debt at 30 June 2018 €8.6m 
 

Business description  

mVISE is a pioneer in German mobile software 

solutions with a large blue-chip client base and over 

150 employees. Supported by extensive consulting 

operations, the group specialises in mobility (apps, 

IoT, SalesSphere), virtualisation, cloud integration 

(iPaaS), security and enterprise data. 

 
 
 

Bull 

 mVISE is oriented to key growth areas of IoT, 
mobility, digitalisation, ADAS and security. 

 New strategy to boost margins via greater high-
margin product sales and employee efficiency. 

 Recent acquisitions, particularly elastic.io, have 
boosted the group’s product offerings, 
supporting margin and earnings prospects. 

 

Bear 

 High project-based consulting revenues lead to 
potential risk of skilled employee cost inflation. 

 Own-developed software product SaleSphere 
has not achieved expectations. 

 Debt levels have risen sharply in H118 with the 
acquisition of a consulting team from SHS 
Viveon. 
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Consensus estimates 

Year 
end 

Revenue 
(€m) 

EBITDA 
(€m) 

PBT         
(€m) 

EPS  

(€) 

EV/EBITDA 
(x) 

P/E          
(x) 

Yield 
(%) 

12/16 7.9 1.2 0.4 0.05 36.2 83.6 0.0 

12/17 14.8 2.0 0.3 0.15 21.7 27.9 0.0 

12/18e 24.3 3.8 1.8 0.15 11.4 27.9 0.0 

12/19e 29.2 5.1 3.3 0.29 8.5 14.4 0.0 

Source: mVISE, SMC Research 
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